Quality Windows and Doors for All Seasons

Wojan Window & Door Launches All-New Website
August 24, 2011
CHARLEVOIX, MI – Wojan Window & Door Corp., manufacturer of custom, commercial aluminum
nd

windows and sliding glass doors, launched a new website on Monday August 22 . The company’s first
major online overhaul since 2007 encompasses substantial changes in design, significantly improved
navigation and a larger, more robust library of content.
The needs of customers and architects were the main focus throughout the 6-month long re-design led by
Wojan’s web partner Gaslight Media of Petoskey, MI. Two noteworthy highlights include a larger
collection of immediately accessible content such as product performance ratings, accessory details,
specifications documents and CAD drawings; and a new photo gallery showcasing a broad array of past
projects.
“I think some people might be surprised at the breadth of experience shown in our new online project
gallery,” explains President Dennis Wojan. “We have major projects on the boards and under our belt
including numerous hotels, projects on military bases using our M-950 blast window, as well as student
housing, schools and apartments in major metro areas like Chicago, Denver and Louisville.”
In addition to these more standard upgrades, the launch debuts a unique Product Selector feature that
offers quick product guidance based the project type selected. Targeted advice has been prepared by
Wojan’s window specialists, many of whom have been in the commercial building industry for more than
25 years.
As a company, Wojan is extremely pleased with the new site and views it as a modern way to boost its
burgeoning brand in the marketplace while at the same time enhancing services for customers. They
expect to work out lingering bugs in the coming weeks, but don’t anticipate any major issues. The all-new
www.wojan.com is live and open for business; offering a pleasant experience for new and returning virtual
visitors.
Founded in 1952, Wojan Window & Door Corp. manufactures custom commercial aluminum windows and
sliding glass doors for the U.S. marketplace from facilities in Charlevoix and Coldwater, Michigan. The
diverse product line is rated for a variety of commercial and architectural applications. Wojan has been
®

recognized four years in a row by Inc. Magazine as one of the fastest growing private companies in
®

®

America. Wojan is an approved supplier for Hilton Worldwide and Marriott , a member of AAMA
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(American Architectural Manufacturers Association), and a registered provider with AIA/CES (American
Institute of Architects Continuing Education System). Learn More
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